
 
 
We have been made aware of a Covid Vaccine Passport scam email going 
around that purports to be from the NHS and informs recipients that they can apply 
for their “Digital Coronavirus Passports” 



 
Clicking on the link within the email, takes you to a convincing but fake NHS 
website that asks for personal and payment details. (for an admin fee) 
 
The website has since been taken down, but in case similar emails/websites 
appear can you please circulate the attached alert to your residents, members, 
groups and mailing lists. 
 
And just to reiterate, your vaccination status is obtained FREE through the 
NHS App, website or by calling the NHS on 119. 
 
More information can be found on the gov.uk website;   
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/demonstrating-your-covid-19-vaccination-status-
when-travelling-abroad 
 
Please note that any Phishing scams can be reported to  SERS (Suspicious Email 
Reporting Service):  report@phishing.gov.uk 
 
Best wishes 
 
NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH NETWORK, Central Support Team 
Neighbourhoood Watch Network is a charity registered in England & Wales, CIO 
no: 1173349 
  
 
Attachments 
Scam Alert.pdf - 494.6 KB 

 

Message Sent By 

Cheryl Spruce (NWN, Head of Membership and Community Engagement , 

National) 

 

To reply or forward this email please use the buttons below or these links: Reply, Rate, Forward / Share. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

To login to your account, click here, To report a fault, click here 
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You are receiving this message because you are registered on Neighbourhood Watch. Various organisations are licensed to 

send messages via this system, we call these organisations "Information Providers". 

 

Please note that this message was sent by Neighbourhood Watch and that Neighbourhood Watch does not necessarily 

represent the views of Neighbourhood Watch or other Information Providers who may send you messages via this system. 

 

You can instantly review the messages you receive and configure which Information Providers can see your information by 

clicking here, or you can unsubscribe completely, (you can also review our terms and conditions and Privacy Policy from these 

links). You can also send unsubscription requests to unsubscribe@neighbourhoodalert.co.uk 

 

This email communication makes use of a "Clear Image" (gif) to track results of the email campaign. If you wish to turn off this 

tracking for future emails, you can do so by not downloading the images in the e-mail itself. 

 

VISAV Limited is the company which built and owns the Neighbourhood Alert platform that powers this system. VISAV's 

authorised staff can see your data and is registered with the Information Commissioner's Office as the national Data Controller 

for the entire database. VISAV needs to see your data in order to be able to manage the system and provide support; it cannot 

use it for commercial or promotional purposes unless you specifically opt-in to Membership benefits. Review the website terms 

here.  
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